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Developments from the original study       Developments from the original study       
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Statistical properties of the radio source Statistical properties of the radio source 
population to a few population to a few µµJyJy
Embedded AGN and starEmbedded AGN and star--formation activity in formation activity in 
the subthe sub--mm source population mm source population 

The proposed new ultraThe proposed new ultra--deep deep ee--MERLIN / MERLIN / 
EVLA study of the GOODSEVLA study of the GOODS--N field and the N field and the 
role of the EVN in this investigationrole of the EVN in this investigation



The Original Study The Original Study [[MuxlowMuxlow
 

et al. 2005]et al. 2005]

Within a 10Within a 10××10 10 arcminarcmin field field centredcentred on the Hubble Deep Field on the Hubble Deep Field 
North, 92 radio sources were detected by the VLA at LNorth, 92 radio sources were detected by the VLA at L--Band Band 
above a completeness limit of 40above a completeness limit of 40µµJy. Data date from mid 90Jy. Data date from mid 90’’s s 

Combination LCombination L--Band MERLIN/VLA observations can Band MERLIN/VLA observations can 
morphologically distinguish AGN from starburst systems morphologically distinguish AGN from starburst systems 

Below ~70Below ~70µµJy the radio population Jy the radio population 
becomes dominated by powerful starbecomes dominated by powerful star--
forming galaxies typically at z<1.5 and forming galaxies typically at z<1.5 and 
with SF rates of many times those with SF rates of many times those 
seen in nearby starseen in nearby star--forming galaxies forming galaxies 

Around 15% of the population lie at Around 15% of the population lie at 
higher higher redshiftsredshifts, many of which are , many of which are 
also identified as subalso identified as sub--mm sources. mm sources. 

Some of the most luminous starburst Some of the most luminous starburst 
systems also show evidence for systems also show evidence for 
powerful embedded AGN (powerful embedded AGN (VLBIVLBI data)data)



Recent Developments Recent Developments --  11
UtilisingUtilising ancillary data from GOODSancillary data from GOODS--N, radio N, radio 
emission at the level of a few emission at the level of a few µµJyJy has been has been 
statistically detected associated with ACS statistically detected associated with ACS 
galaxies brighter than a zgalaxies brighter than a z--band magnitude of 26band magnitude of 26

Identified as extended starburst systems with Identified as extended starburst systems with 
average properties similar to those staraverage properties similar to those star--forming forming 
galaxies studied individually at higher flux galaxies studied individually at higher flux 
densitiesdensities

Evolution of the infraredEvolution of the infrared--radio             radio             
correlation seen at very low flux            correlation seen at very low flux            
densities    (densities    (BeswickBeswick et al 2008)et al 2008)

Radio emission with 0.75Radio emission with 0.75””

 
of 13030 of 13030 

zz--band galaxies   band galaxies   ––

 
excluding bright excluding bright 

sources and close galaxy pairssources and close galaxy pairs

MuxlowMuxlow

 
et al 2007et al 2007



Recent Developments Recent Developments --  22
HighHigh--resolution radio imaging is a powerful diagnostic tool and has resolution radio imaging is a powerful diagnostic tool and has 
been used to discriminate between  AGN and star formation in thebeen used to discriminate between  AGN and star formation in the
diverse subdiverse sub--mm galaxy (SMG) populations at z~2mm galaxy (SMG) populations at z~2. (IoA group)

Two thirds of the Two thirds of the SMGsSMGs show resolved radio morphologies extending show resolved radio morphologies extending 
to ~1” to ~1” bolometric output arises in extended, faint, dust obscured bolometric output arises in extended, faint, dust obscured 
regions that are forming stars at close to their regions that are forming stars at close to their EddingtonEddington limit limit 
(Chapman et al 2008)(Chapman et al 2008)

MERLIN +VLA imaging have identified some MERLIN +VLA imaging have identified some 
subsub--mm faint radio galaxies within GOODSmm faint radio galaxies within GOODS--N as N as 
part of the radiopart of the radio--AGN population AGN population –– previously previously 
misidentified as starbursts at other wavelengths misidentified as starbursts at other wavelengths 
((Casey et al. 2008) Casey et al. 2008) 

z=1.92 radio sourcez=1.92 radio source

 
initially identified as a starburst,initially identified as a starburst,

but revealed by MERLIN as an AGN corebut revealed by MERLIN as an AGN core--jet.jet.

Optical imagery [top] reveals a compact sourceOptical imagery [top] reveals a compact source
characterized as a starburst from Keck spectroscopy, whilecharacterized as a starburst from Keck spectroscopy, while
nearnear--IR imagery [bottom] reveals a giant Elliptical galaxy.IR imagery [bottom] reveals a giant Elliptical galaxy.



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
Part of a tiered Part of a tiered ee--MERLIN Legacy proposal MERLIN Legacy proposal –– the the ee--MERGEMERGE Survey is Survey is 
designed to study the formation and evolution of stardesigned to study the formation and evolution of star--forming galaxies forming galaxies 
and AGN out to and AGN out to redshiftsredshifts > 5 > 5 

––
 

The The ee--MERMERlinlin
 

GGalaxy alaxy EEvolution Surveyvolution Survey

Tier 0 Tier 0 –– Imaging radio emission from normal galaxies out to z ~ 5Imaging radio emission from normal galaxies out to z ~ 5
Deep imaging around clusters to utilise amplification by Deep imaging around clusters to utilise amplification by lensinglensing

Tier 1 Tier 1 –– A very deep directed survey of the A very deep directed survey of the μμJyJy radio source populationradio source population
Deep imaging of the Deep imaging of the µµJyJy radio source population in GOODSradio source population in GOODS--NN

Tier 2 Tier 2 –– A reliable cosmic census of starburst and AGN populationsA reliable cosmic census of starburst and AGN populations
Medium depth imaging over a number of fields (total area ~2 sq. Medium depth imaging over a number of fields (total area ~2 sq. degrees)degrees)

The combination of these tiers will The combination of these tiers will ensure a full sampling of the ensure a full sampling of the 
active and staractive and star--forming galaxy radio luminosity function out to z~5 forming galaxy radio luminosity function out to z~5 

>60 CO>60 CO--Is from 9 countriesIs from 9 countries

Tier 0: Ian Tier 0: Ian SmailSmail

 
[Durham], Tier 1: Tom[Durham], Tier 1: Tom

 
MuxlowMuxlow

 [Manchester] Tier 2: Ian [Manchester] Tier 2: Ian McHardyMcHardy

 
[Southampton] [Southampton] 

~2400 hours of ~2400 hours of ee--MERLIN time proposedMERLIN time proposed



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
A very deep survey of some of theA very deep survey of some of the faintest radio starburst galaxies and faintest radio starburst galaxies and 
AGN systems in the GOODSAGN systems in the GOODS--N region N region –– designed to directly address the designed to directly address the 
following key science drivers:following key science drivers:

To extend the starTo extend the star--formation (SF) density history to formation (SF) density history to redshiftsredshifts >5 and thus >5 and thus 
trace the evolution of startrace the evolution of star--formation through cosmic time.formation through cosmic time.

To determine the contribution of AGN to activity in the distant To determine the contribution of AGN to activity in the distant galaxy galaxy 
population and separate AGN from starbursts by high resolution mpopulation and separate AGN from starbursts by high resolution multiulti--
frequency observations.frequency observations.

To determine the role of AGN in driving and controlling the SF pTo determine the role of AGN in driving and controlling the SF processesrocesses

To statistically characterize the nature of the subTo statistically characterize the nature of the sub--µµJyJy radio population radio population –– the the 
target objects for the SKAtarget objects for the SKA



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
ee--MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination map map 
in just 24 hours of onin just 24 hours of on--source integration.source integration.
LL--Band: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks including Lovell teBand: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks including Lovell telescope.lescope.
Central 10 Central 10 arcminutearcminute field field 11σσ ~ ~ 500nJy/beam500nJy/beam
Outer 30 Outer 30 arcminutearcminute field field 11σσ ~ ~ 11µµJy/beamJy/beam

cfcf –– Original study:18 full tracks Original study:18 full tracks 
+42 hours VLA A+42 hours VLA A--arrayarray
Central 10 Central 10 arcminutearcminute field onlyfield only
11σσ ~ 3.3 ~ 3.3 µµJyJy/beam/beam

92 sources >4092 sources >40µµJyJy
60 starburst galaxies60 starburst galaxies
32 AGN systems32 AGN systems

6060++3232



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
ee--MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination map map 
in just 24 hours of onin just 24 hours of on--source integration.source integration.
LL--Band: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks.Band: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks.
Central 10 Central 10 arcminutearcminute field field 11σσ ~ ~ 500nJy/beam500nJy/beam
Outer 30 Outer 30 arcminutearcminute field field 11σσ ~ ~ 11µµJy/beamJy/beam

ee--MERLIN will image ~850 MERLIN will image ~850 
individual starburst and AGN individual starburst and AGN 
with an angular resolution of with an angular resolution of 
~200 ~200 masmas, complete to ~3, complete to ~3µµJy Jy 
(>10 times deeper than the original study)(>10 times deeper than the original study)

In the surrounding 800 square In the surrounding 800 square 
arcminsarcmins, , ee--MERLIN will image MERLIN will image 
~2500 star~2500 star--forming galaxies forming galaxies 
and ~1200 AGN brighter than and ~1200 AGN brighter than 
~6~6µµJyJy

New ultraNew ultra--deep deep 
CC--Band imageBand image

((6060++3232))

580580++270270

25002500++12001200

+ matching EVLA L+ matching EVLA L--Band ABand A--array data (~ 40 hrs)array data (~ 40 hrs)
shortshort--spacing coverage for very extended source recoveryspacing coverage for very extended source recovery
reduces noise by ~ 1.5       reduces noise by ~ 1.5       ~ 330 & 670 ~ 330 & 670 nnJyJy/beam/beam

5250:92  >50x increase in source numbers !! 5250:92  >50x increase in source numbers !! 



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
New CNew C--Band image: 7 pointing centres each with 3 long tracksBand image: 7 pointing centres each with 3 long tracks
Mosaic pattern set for Lovell 3 Mosaic pattern set for Lovell 3 arcminutearcminute beambeam
Inner 6Inner 6’’ 11σσ ~ ~ 500nJy/beam500nJy/beam
66--1010’’ 11σσ ~ ~ 700nJy/beam700nJy/beam
Resolution 40 Resolution 40 masmas

AAdditionaldditional CC--Band Band 
EVLA data (6 hours EVLA data (6 hours 
per pointing) per pointing) 
increases the increases the 
sensitivity by a sensitivity by a 
factor~1.5 and adds factor~1.5 and adds 
shortshort--spacing spacing uvuv--
coverage to recover coverage to recover 
the very heavily the very heavily 
resolved radio resolved radio 
structures with sizes structures with sizes 
> 1.2 > 1.2 arcseconds arcseconds 

The ultraThe ultra--deep Cdeep C--Band image will:Band image will:

Map the starMap the star--forming regions in great detailforming regions in great detail

Separate and disentangle the AGN and starburst components of emiSeparate and disentangle the AGN and starburst components of emissionssion

Study the role that the AGN play in controlling starStudy the role that the AGN play in controlling star--formation via feedback      formation via feedback      
--

 
on subon sub--kpckpc

 
scales for several hundred galaxies scales for several hundred galaxies 

Produce total intensity and spectral mapping across each detecteProduce total intensity and spectral mapping across each detected system  d system  

Detailed jetDetailed jet--induced starinduced star--formation studies will also require the additional formation studies will also require the additional 
very high angular resolution of the EVN at Lvery high angular resolution of the EVN at L--Band in combination with    Band in combination with    
ee--MERLINMERLIN



An example from existing data:An example from existing data: 
J123642+621331 J123642+621331 –– A Starburst with an Embedded AGN at z=4.424A Starburst with an Embedded AGN at z=4.424

VLBI: VLBI: Garrett et al 2001, 2005Garrett et al 2001, 2005
SeungyoupSeungyoup ChiChi

MERLIN+VLAMERLIN+VLA

MERLIN+VLA uniform weighting

JetJet--induced starinduced star--formation?             formation?             
Requires combination imaging  (under way)Requires combination imaging  (under way)



StarStar--formation History formation History 
from Starburst from Starburst 
LuminositiesLuminosities

40µJy

4µJy

0.4µJy

●

 

Starburst

Sub-mm

For those weak For those weak 
sources which we sources which we 
can at present only can at present only 
study statistically...study statistically...

ee--MERLIN, EVLA and MERLIN, EVLA and 
VLBI should image VLBI should image 
~1000 systems to ~1000 systems to 
~3~3--44µµJyJy

 
at Lat L--band band 

with 150with 150--200 at high200 at high
 redshiftredshift

 
in a single in a single 

central field. central field. 

Many thousands of Many thousands of 
galaxies with radio galaxies with radio 
flux densities <1flux densities <1µµJyJy

 will be studied will be studied 
statisticallystatistically

SKA and ALMA will SKA and ALMA will 
ultimately extend this by ultimately extend this by 
an additional order of an additional order of 
magnitude.  However magnitude.  However 
much will be achieved much will be achieved 
with the new generation with the new generation 
of radio interferometers of radio interferometers 
presently coming onpresently coming on--lineline

With more With more redshiftsredshifts, , 
improved SED templates,  improved SED templates,  
and extinctionand extinction--free SFR free SFR 
indicators indicators solve for solve for 
cosmic starcosmic star--formation formation 
history history –– MadauMadau diagramdiagram

MadauMadau
 

plot plot ––
 

present day present day 
state of play:state of play:

The coThe co--moving starmoving star--
 formation rate density formation rate density 

(SFRD) of the Universe as a (SFRD) of the Universe as a 
function of function of redshiftredshift

 
from Lfrom L--

 Band radio studies by Band radio studies by 
Seymour et al (2008), Seymour et al (2008), 
HaarsmaHaarsma

 
et al (2000), & et al (2000), & 

UV, HUV, Hαα, , FarFar--IRIR……
 

Hopkins Hopkins 
(2004)(2004)

LL--Band results from the    Band results from the    
ee--MERGE survey will MERGE survey will 
provide data for several provide data for several 
thousand more sources thousand more sources 
tightening the Seymour tightening the Seymour 
error bars by a factor ~4error bars by a factor ~4

SubSub--mm starburst mm starburst 
systems at high systems at high redshiftredshift

 show evidence for show evidence for 
substantial AGN activitysubstantial AGN activity

The EVN will play a The EVN will play a 
pivotal role in probing the pivotal role in probing the 
role of AGN/jets in such role of AGN/jets in such 
systems and in estimating systems and in estimating 
the AGN contamination to the AGN contamination to 
the radio emission from the radio emission from 
the starburst the starburst 

Seymour et al 2008 
Haarsma et al 2000 
Hopkins 2004



SummarySummary
If approvedIf approved, observations will require full specifications , observations will require full specifications 
for for ee--MERLIN MERLIN scheduling will not be before ~ 2010scheduling will not be before ~ 2010
Complimentary AComplimentary A--array EVLA data will be soughtarray EVLA data will be sought
New ultraNew ultra--deep EVN observations are planneddeep EVN observations are planned
Results likely to be made public in a series of staged Results likely to be made public in a series of staged 
releases releases –– the full sensitivity over the complete area will the full sensitivity over the complete area will 
take time to achievetake time to achieve
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Contours: Radio linear CI=10µJy/bm     Image: Optical colour

One of the brighter 
(~200µJy) starburst 
galaxies in GOODS-N 

•
 

To date, most 
distant starbursts 
show no discernible 
evidence of significant 
AGN activity

•
 

Some emit hard X-
 rays indicating an 

active AGN –
 

but no 
compact radio source 
is as yet detected.

•
 

Some of the highest-
 redshift

 
star-forming 

systems do show 
embedded compact 
radio cores

•
 

e-MERLIN + EVN 
deep combination 
imaging will study jet-

 induced star-formation 
in such systems.

J123651+621221    z~2.6

Hardest
 

Chandra
 

X-ray 
detection in HDF



The Original Study The Original Study [[MuxlowMuxlow
 

et al. 2005]et al. 2005]

Within a 10Within a 10××10 10 arcminarcmin field field centredcentred on the Hubble Deep Field on the Hubble Deep Field 
North, 92 radio sources were detected by the VLA at LNorth, 92 radio sources were detected by the VLA at L--Band Band 
above a completeness limit of 40above a completeness limit of 40µµJy/beam. Data from ~1996 Jy/beam. Data from ~1996 

Combination LCombination L--Band MERLIN/VLA observations could Band MERLIN/VLA observations could 
morphologically distinguish AGN from starburst systems morphologically distinguish AGN from starburst systems 

Below ~70Below ~70µµJy the radio population Jy the radio population 
becomes dominated by powerful starbecomes dominated by powerful star--
forming galaxies typically at z<1.5 and forming galaxies typically at z<1.5 and 
with swith s--f rates of many times those f rates of many times those 
seen in nearby starseen in nearby star--forming galaxies forming galaxies 

Around 15% of the population lie at Around 15% of the population lie at 
higher higher redshiftsredshifts, many of which are , many of which are 
also identified as subalso identified as sub--mm sources. mm sources. 

Some of the most luminous starburst Some of the most luminous starburst 
systems also show evidence for systems also show evidence for 
powerful embedded AGN (powerful embedded AGN (VLBIVLBI data)data)

J123642+621331 J123642+621331 
z=4.424 starburstz=4.424 starburst



Recent Developments Recent Developments --  11
UtilisingUtilising ancillary data from GOODSancillary data from GOODS--N, radio N, radio 
emission at the level of a few emission at the level of a few µµJyJy is is 
statistically detected associated with ACS statistically detected associated with ACS 
galaxies brighter than a zgalaxies brighter than a z--band magnitude of band magnitude of 
26 26 –– identified as extended starburst systems identified as extended starburst systems 
with average properties similar to those starwith average properties similar to those star--
forming galaxies studied individuallyforming galaxies studied individually

The extended radio morphologies found The extended radio morphologies found 
associated with starassociated with star--forming radio galaxies forming radio galaxies 
((SFRGsSFRGs) show that there is a potentially ) show that there is a potentially 
significant number of high significant number of high redshiftredshift dusty dusty 
ultraultra--luminous galaxies which have previously luminous galaxies which have previously 
escaped notice (undetected at 850escaped notice (undetected at 850µµm)m) due to due to 
their relatively hot dust temperatures (~50K)their relatively hot dust temperatures (~50K)

Sample shown from GOODSSample shown from GOODS--N (first 5 frames radioN (first 5 frames radio
contoured over ACS) and contoured over ACS) and LockmanLockman

 
(last 3 frames (last 3 frames ––

 
radioradio

contoured over SUBARU & coarsely binned ACS)contoured over SUBARU & coarsely binned ACS)
[Casey et al in preparation][Casey et al in preparation]

Radio emission with 0.75Radio emission with 0.75””

 
of 13030 zof 13030 z--band galaxies   band galaxies   
––

 

excluding bright sources excluding bright sources 
and close galaxy pairsand close galaxy pairs

MuxlowMuxlow

 

et alet al 20072007



Recent Developments Recent Developments --  22
The resolved MERLIN radio morphologies of luminous z~2 subThe resolved MERLIN radio morphologies of luminous z~2 sub--mm mm 
galaxies (galaxies (SMGsSMGs) have revolutionized our understanding of this ) have revolutionized our understanding of this 
important highimportant high--redshiftredshift ULIRG population ULIRG population 

Two thirds of the Two thirds of the SMGsSMGs show resolved radio morphologies extending show resolved radio morphologies extending 
to ~1” to ~1” bolometric output arises in extended, faint, dust obscured bolometric output arises in extended, faint, dust obscured 
regions that are forming stars at close to their regions that are forming stars at close to their EddingtonEddington limit limit 

In conjunction with In conjunction with millimetremillimetre
interferometryinterferometry of the molecular gas, the of the molecular gas, the 
dynamics and stardynamics and star--formation efficiencies formation efficiencies 
are being diagnosed for the first time are being diagnosed for the first time 

VLBI investigations (Garrett et al., 2001, VLBI investigations (Garrett et al., 2001, 
Chi et al., in prep) indicated that some of Chi et al., in prep) indicated that some of 
the brightest examples of the SMG the brightest examples of the SMG 
population  may contain substantial AGN population  may contain substantial AGN 
componentscomponents

MERLIN +VLA observations of a sample of subMERLIN +VLA observations of a sample of sub--
mm faint radio galaxies within GOODSmm faint radio galaxies within GOODS--N were N were 
critical in morphologically identifying the critical in morphologically identifying the 
galaxies as part of the radiogalaxies as part of the radio--AGN population AGN population ––
misidentified as starbursts at other wavelengths misidentified as starbursts at other wavelengths 
((Casey et al. 2008) Casey et al. 2008) 

A z=1.92 radio sourceA z=1.92 radio source

 
thought initially to be a starburst,thought initially to be a starburst,

But revealed by MERLIN as an AGN. MERLIN 1.4GHzBut revealed by MERLIN as an AGN. MERLIN 1.4GHz
Contours show a compact source (<65mas, <400pc atContours show a compact source (<65mas, <400pc at
z=1.92) with a jetz=1.92) with a jet--like extent to the South. Optical imagerylike extent to the South. Optical imagery
[top] reveals a compact source characterized as a starburst[top] reveals a compact source characterized as a starburst
from Keck spectroscopy, while nearfrom Keck spectroscopy, while near--IR imagery [bottom]IR imagery [bottom]
reveals a giant Elliptical galaxy. reveals a giant Elliptical galaxy. [Casey, Chapman et al in prep][Casey, Chapman et al in prep]



Recent DevelopmentsRecent Developments
UtilisingUtilising ancillary data from GOODSancillary data from GOODS--N, radio N, radio 
emission at the level of a few emission at the level of a few µµJyJy was was 
statistically detected associated with ACS statistically detected associated with ACS 
galaxies brighter than a zgalaxies brighter than a z--band magnitude of band magnitude of 
26 26 –– identified as extended starburst systems identified as extended starburst systems 
with average properties similar to those starwith average properties similar to those star--
forming galaxies studied individually by forming galaxies studied individually by 
Muxlow et al. (2005), but with average flux Muxlow et al. (2005), but with average flux 
densities of just Sdensities of just S1.4GHz1.4GHz ~ a few ~ a few µµJyJy

These MERLIN +VLA observations of a These MERLIN +VLA observations of a 
sample of luminous z~1.5 galaxies within the sample of luminous z~1.5 galaxies within the 
field were critical in morphologically field were critical in morphologically 
identifying the galaxies as part of the radioidentifying the galaxies as part of the radio--
AGN population AGN population –– they had been misidentified they had been misidentified 
as starbursts at other wavelengths (as starbursts at other wavelengths (Casey et Casey et 
al. 2008)  al. 2008)  



Recent Developments Recent Developments --  22
The resolved MERLIN radio morphologies of luminous z~2 subThe resolved MERLIN radio morphologies of luminous z~2 sub--mm mm 
galaxies (galaxies (SMGsSMGs) have revolutionized our understanding of this ) have revolutionized our understanding of this 
important highimportant high--redshiftredshift ULIRG population ULIRG population 

Two thirds of the Two thirds of the SMGsSMGs show clearly resolved radio morphologies show clearly resolved radio morphologies 
extending to ~1”, and crucially demonstrate that their bolometriextending to ~1”, and crucially demonstrate that their bolometric c 
output arises in extended, optically faint, dust obscured regionoutput arises in extended, optically faint, dust obscured regions that s that 
are forming stars at close to their are forming stars at close to their EddingtonEddington limit limit 

In conjunction with In conjunction with millimetremillimetre
interferometryinterferometry of the molecular gas, the of the molecular gas, the 
dynamics and stardynamics and star--formation efficiencies formation efficiencies 
are being diagnosed for the first time are being diagnosed for the first time 

VLBI investigations (Garrett et al., 2001, VLBI investigations (Garrett et al., 2001, 
Chi et al., in prep) indicated that some of Chi et al., in prep) indicated that some of 
the brightest examples of the SMG the brightest examples of the SMG 
population  may contain substantial AGN population  may contain substantial AGN 
componentscomponents

MERLIN +VLA observations of a sample of subMERLIN +VLA observations of a sample of sub--
mm faint radio galaxies within GOODSmm faint radio galaxies within GOODS--N were N were 
critical in morphologically identifying the critical in morphologically identifying the 
galaxies as part of the radiogalaxies as part of the radio--AGN population AGN population ––
they had been misidentified as starbursts at they had been misidentified as starbursts at 
other wavelengths (other wavelengths (Casey et al. 2008)  Casey et al. 2008)  

Characterizing the weak z~2 Characterizing the weak z~2 µµJyJy

 
SMG population. A z=1.92 SMG population. A z=1.92 

radio sourceradio source

 
thought initially to be a starburst, but thought initially to be a starburst, but 

revealed by MERLIN as an AGN. MERLIN 1.4GHz revealed by MERLIN as an AGN. MERLIN 1.4GHz 
contours show a compact source (<65mas, <400pc at contours show a compact source (<65mas, <400pc at 
z=1.92) with a jetz=1.92) with a jet--like extent to the South. Optical like extent to the South. Optical 
imagery [top] reveals a compact source characterized imagery [top] reveals a compact source characterized 
as a starburst from Keck spectroscopy, while nearas a starburst from Keck spectroscopy, while near--IR IR 
imagery [bottom] reveals a giant Elliptical galaxy. imagery [bottom] reveals a giant Elliptical galaxy. 



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
Part of a tiered Part of a tiered ee--MERLIN Legacy proposal MERLIN Legacy proposal –– the the ee--MERGEMERGE Survey is Survey is 
designed to study the formation and evolution of stardesigned to study the formation and evolution of star--forming galaxies forming galaxies 
and AGN out to and AGN out to redshiftsredshifts > 5 > 5 

––
 

The The ee--MERMERlinlin
 

GGalaxy alaxy EEvolution Surveyvolution Survey

Tier 0 Tier 0 –– Imaging radio emission from normal galaxies out to z ~ 5Imaging radio emission from normal galaxies out to z ~ 5
Deep imaging around clusters to utilise amplification by Deep imaging around clusters to utilise amplification by lensinglensing

Tier 1 Tier 1 –– A very deep directed survey of the A very deep directed survey of the μμJyJy radio source populationradio source population
Deep imaging of the Deep imaging of the µµJyJy radio source population in GOODSradio source population in GOODS--NN

Tier 2 Tier 2 –– A reliable cosmic census of starburst and AGN populationsA reliable cosmic census of starburst and AGN populations
Medium depth imaging over a number of fields (total area ~2 sq. Medium depth imaging over a number of fields (total area ~2 sq. degrees)degrees)

The combination of these tiers will The combination of these tiers will ensure a ensure a 
full sampling of the active and starfull sampling of the active and star--forming forming 
galaxy radio luminosity function out to z~5 galaxy radio luminosity function out to z~5 

Simulated L-band luminosity density function of SFGs 
(blue) and AGN (red) expected in the e-MERGE survey, for 
the range 1.3 < z < 2. Source populations are taken from 
the models of Wilman et al. (2008). Shaded areas indicate 
the predicted constraints on the luminosity function from 
Tier-1 (light shading) and Tier-2 (darker shading)

>60 CO>60 CO--Is from 9 countriesIs from 9 countries

Tier 0: Ian Tier 0: Ian SmailSmail

 
[Durham], Tier 1: Tom[Durham], Tier 1: Tom

 
MuxlowMuxlow

 [Manchester] Tier 3: Ian [Manchester] Tier 3: Ian McHardyMcHardy

 
[Southampton] [Southampton] 

~2400 hours of ~2400 hours of ee--MERLIN time proposedMERLIN time proposed



StarStar--formation history formation history 
from starburst from starburst 

luminositiesluminosities

40µJy

4µJy

0.4µJy

●

 

Starburst

Sub-mm

For those weak For those weak 
sources which we sources which we 
can at present only can at present only 
study statistically...study statistically...

ee--MERLIN, EVLA MERLIN, EVLA 
and and ee--VLBI should VLBI should 
image >1000 image >1000 
starburst systems to starburst systems to 
~4~4µµJyJy

 
with perhaps with perhaps 

150150--200 at high200 at high
 redshiftredshift

 
in a single in a single 

field. field. 

Many thousands of Many thousands of 
systems with radio systems with radio 
flux densities <1flux densities <1µµJyJy

 will be studied will be studied 
statisticallystatistically

SKA and ALMA will SKA and ALMA will 
ultimately extend this by ultimately extend this by 
an additional order of an additional order of 
magnitude.  However magnitude.  However 
much will be achieved much will be achieved 
with the new generation with the new generation 
of radio interferometers of radio interferometers 
presently coming onpresently coming on--lineline

With more With more redshiftsredshifts, , 
improved SED templates,  improved SED templates,  
and extinctionand extinction--free SFR free SFR 
indicators indicators solve for solve for 
cosmic starcosmic star--formation formation 
history history –– MadauMadau diagramdiagram

The evolution of starThe evolution of star--
 formation density with formation density with 

redshiftredshift
 

as derived from as derived from 
300 radio sources with 300 radio sources with 
S1.4GHz >10S1.4GHz >10µµJyJy

 
and with and with 

measured measured redshiftsredshifts
 

in the in the 
GOODS fieldGOODS field--N (HDF)N (HDF)

EVLA, EVLA, ee--MERLIN, and MERLIN, and 
enhanced VLBI will enhanced VLBI will 
provide data for several provide data for several 
thousand more sourcesthousand more sources

SubSub--mm Starburst mm Starburst 
systems at high systems at high redshiftredshift

 show evidence for show evidence for 
substantial AGN activitysubstantial AGN activity

The enhanced EVN will The enhanced EVN will 
play a pivotal role in play a pivotal role in 
probing the role of AGN in probing the role of AGN in 
such systems and such systems and 
estimating the AGN estimating the AGN 
contamination to the radio contamination to the radio 
emission from the emission from the 
starburst starburst 

Beswick

 

et al



The EVN in 2015The EVN in 2015
Technical specification from Technical specification from CormacCormac and and HuibHuib
+ Routine joint observations with + Routine joint observations with ee--MERLIN MERLIN 

Sub Sub µµJyJy sensitivity for full continuum imaging runssensitivity for full continuum imaging runs
masmas angular resolutionangular resolution
WideWide--field of viewfield of view
High fidelity imaging with full High fidelity imaging with full uvuv –– coveragecoverage
Simultaneous spectral and spatial imaging with MFSSimultaneous spectral and spatial imaging with MFS

What are the outstanding questions in starburst What are the outstanding questions in starburst 
galaxy research and will the EVN be the galaxy research and will the EVN be the 
instrument of choice to investigate these ?  instrument of choice to investigate these ?  



How well do we understand the starburst phenomenon?How well do we understand the starburst phenomenon?
What triggers a starburst?What triggers a starburst?
What fuels the starburst?What fuels the starburst?
What is the starWhat is the star--formation history of the Universe?formation history of the Universe?
How do individual supernovae evolve into remnants?How do individual supernovae evolve into remnants?
Does every supernova produce a visible remnant?Does every supernova produce a visible remnant?
What are the expansion velocities of supernova remnants?What are the expansion velocities of supernova remnants?
What is the detailed interaction of the What is the detailed interaction of the ejectaejecta with the surrounding medium?with the surrounding medium?

How do remnants slow with time?How do remnants slow with time?
What are the effects of a clumpy medium?What are the effects of a clumpy medium?
What are the properties of the medium?What are the properties of the medium?

SN rate and starSN rate and star--formation rate formation rate –– do we see all the SN?do we see all the SN?
What are the transient radio sources?What are the transient radio sources?
LateLate--stage GRB afterglows in nearby starburst galaxies?stage GRB afterglows in nearby starburst galaxies?

Synergy between new generation radio instruments:               Synergy between new generation radio instruments:               
ALMA, EVLA, ALMA, EVLA, ee--MERLIN, enhanced EVNMERLIN, enhanced EVN

The high angular resolution and continuum The high angular resolution and continuum 
sensitivity of the EVN in 2015 is likely to make a sensitivity of the EVN in 2015 is likely to make a 
major contribution in major contribution in thesethese

 
areasareas



Existing VLBI Imaging of SNR Existing VLBI Imaging of SNR 
--

 
in M82 and other nearby starburst galaxiesin M82 and other nearby starburst galaxies

Measure expansion velocities and decelerationMeasure expansion velocities and deceleration
Have begun to probe the nature of the environment Have begun to probe the nature of the environment ––
thought to be extremely clumpythought to be extremely clumpy
Have started to investigate how the Have started to investigate how the ejectaejecta interact interact 
with the environment and eventually move into the with the environment and eventually move into the 
SedovSedov phase of expansionphase of expansion
Do SN in environmental voids produce no observable Do SN in environmental voids produce no observable 
remnant?  In M82, SFR remnant?  In M82, SFR SN rate of 1 every ~12 SN rate of 1 every ~12 
years (years (cfcf observed SNR rate  of 1 every ~30 years) observed SNR rate  of 1 every ~30 years) 
Transients seen (Transients seen (t<6 months) t<6 months) –– nature unknownnature unknown

M82  SNR43.31+592

0.5 pc

M81

SN1993J:SN1993J:

MarcaideMarcaide et alet al

BietenholzBietenholz, , BartelBartel, , 
RupenRupen et alet al

SN43.31+592:SN43.31+592:

Beswick  Beswick  et al 2006et al 2006

Investigation is statistical 
in nature –

 
need to 

expand the study sample 
by at least an order of 
magnitude



EVN in 2015 will give us much deeper images with high fidelity EVN in 2015 will give us much deeper images with high fidelity 

structural detail.    In combination with EVLA & structural detail.    In combination with EVLA & ee--MERLIN:MERLIN:

Extend the SNR study to older fainter remnants.Extend the SNR study to older fainter remnants.
Extend the study to more distant starburst galaxies.            Extend the study to more distant starburst galaxies.            
(d<30Mpc, ~30 galaxies) [SNR~50(d<30Mpc, ~30 galaxies) [SNR~50µµJyJy, d~30mas]., d~30mas].
Use the high image fidelity and spatial frequency filtering to eUse the high image fidelity and spatial frequency filtering to extract xtract 
the faint remnants from any extended background.the faint remnants from any extended background.
Use spectral/structural information to separate weak SNR from HIUse spectral/structural information to separate weak SNR from HII I 
regionsregions
Compare matched resolution high fidelity images at L and CCompare matched resolution high fidelity images at L and C--band to band to 
investigate the medium on the subinvestigate the medium on the sub--pc scale size by studying variable pc scale size by studying variable 
freefree--free absorption across the face of the SNRfree absorption across the face of the SNR
Investigate the magnetic field strength in the medium from the Investigate the magnetic field strength in the medium from the 
rotation measure of any linearly polarized emission detected in rotation measure of any linearly polarized emission detected in SNRSNR
Try to detect and resolve recent radio transients Try to detect and resolve recent radio transients –– what are they?what are they?
LateLate--stage stage GRBsGRBs -- Is 41.95+595 an afterglow from ~100 yr old GRB? Is 41.95+595 an afterglow from ~100 yr old GRB? 
How many others are there in other nearby starburst galaxies?How many others are there in other nearby starburst galaxies?



Present day combination imagingPresent day combination imaging
 MERLIN+VLA (5GHz) & EVN+MERLIN (1.6GHz)MERLIN+VLA (5GHz) & EVN+MERLIN (1.6GHz)

MERLIN+VLA 5GHz Danielle Fenech
 

PhD 1.6GHz



Local lateLocal late--stage GRB afterglowsstage GRB afterglows
Most compact source in M82  [41.95+57.5]Most compact source in M82  [41.95+57.5]
Peak flux decreasing by ~8.5% per year [dominates flux in 1960s]Peak flux decreasing by ~8.5% per year [dominates flux in 1960s]
BiBi--polar structure not typical of an SNR polar structure not typical of an SNR 
Slow expansion at ~1500km/s, sits in HII bubble with r~100 Slow expansion at ~1500km/s, sits in HII bubble with r~100 lyly
Is this ~100 yr old (nonIs this ~100 yr old (non--aligned) GRB afterglow at a distance of 3Mpc?aligned) GRB afterglow at a distance of 3Mpc?
How many more are there within 30 How many more are there within 30 MpcMpc??
We can only study this type of object locally ~100 yrs after outWe can only study this type of object locally ~100 yrs after outburstburst



••How does the starHow does the star--
 formation density vary formation density vary 

with cosmic epoch ?with cosmic epoch ?

••What are the best What are the best 
extinctionextinction--free measures free measures 
of starof star--formation rate at formation rate at 
high high redshiftredshift

 
? ? 

••How does AGN activity How does AGN activity 
(feedback) effect star(feedback) effect star--

 formation ?formation ?

StarStar--formation at High formation at High RedshiftRedshift

HDF (N)

At flux densities <1mJy (1.4GHz) there is new 
population of faint radio sources that are 
associated with distant star-forming galaxies    

Richards, Fomalont, Kellermann, Windhorst, Norris, Garrett,

 

Muxlow…….

IR-radio correlation now extended to    

> 5 orders of magnitude in luminosity

Beswick, 2006



Contribution of EVN in 2015 to starburst galaxy research?Contribution of EVN in 2015 to starburst galaxy research?

Extend the SNR study to older fainter remnants.Extend the SNR study to older fainter remnants.
Extend the study to more distant starburst galaxies.          Extend the study to more distant starburst galaxies.          
(d<30Mpc, ~30 galaxies) [SNR~50(d<30Mpc, ~30 galaxies) [SNR~50µµJyJy, d~30mas]., d~30mas].
Use the high image fidelity and spatial frequency filtering to eUse the high image fidelity and spatial frequency filtering to extract xtract 
the faint remnants from any extended background.the faint remnants from any extended background.
Use spectral/structural information to separate weak SNR from HIUse spectral/structural information to separate weak SNR from HII I 
regionsregions
Compare matched resolution high fidelity images at L and CCompare matched resolution high fidelity images at L and C--band to band to 
investigate the medium from the scale size of freeinvestigate the medium from the scale size of free--free absorption free absorption 
across the face of the SNRacross the face of the SNR
Investigate the magnetic field strength in the medium from the Investigate the magnetic field strength in the medium from the 
rotation measure of any linearly polarized emission detected in rotation measure of any linearly polarized emission detected in SNRSNR
Try to detect and resolve recent radio transients Try to detect and resolve recent radio transients –– what are they?what are they?
GRBsGRBs -- Is 41.95+595 an afterglow from ~100 yr old GRB? How Is 41.95+595 an afterglow from ~100 yr old GRB? How 
many others are there in other nearby starburst galaxies?many others are there in other nearby starburst galaxies?
Investigate the role of AGN activity in highInvestigate the role of AGN activity in high--redshiftredshift starburst starburst 
galaxies. Feedback? Jetgalaxies. Feedback? Jet--induced starinduced star--formation?formation?
Separate AGN and starburst radio emission in such highSeparate AGN and starburst radio emission in such high--redshiftredshift
systems and thus help derive the starsystems and thus help derive the star--formation rate history of the formation rate history of the 
UniverseUniverse
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